Abstract. In real-time rendering, objects are represented using polygons or triangles. Triangles are easy to render and graphics hardware is highly optimized for rendering of triangles. Initially, the shading computations were carried out by dedicated hardwired algorithms for each vertex and then interpolated by the rasterizer. Todays graphics hardware contains vertex and pixel shaders which can be reprogrammed by the user. Vertex and pixel shaders allow almost arbitrary computations per vertex respectively per pixel. We have developed a system to evolve such programs. The system runs on a variety of graphics hardware due to the use of NVIDIA's high level Cg shader language. Fitness of the shaders is determined by user interaction. Both fixed length and variable length genomes are supported. The system is highly customizable. Each individual consists of a series of meta commands. The resulting Cg program is translated into the low level commands which are required for the particular graphics hardware.
Motivation
In computer graphics three dimensional objects are usually represented using polygons. Polygons in turn can be broken down to triangles. A triangle is to computer graphics what the atom is to chemistry. Even curved objects such as spheres or cylinders are approximated with triangles. The surface nevertheless appears round due to special shading techniques. The advantage of using triangles is that the graphics pipeline can be highly optimized. A triangle consists of three vertices. Each vertex is assigned a number of attributes such as color, reflectance properties or a normal vector. Initially, graphics libraries used fixed algorithms to compute the color of a vertex using the assigned reflectance properties of the material it is supposed to represent [1, 6, 24] . After the color of the vertex is calculated, the polygon or triangle is filled by interpolating the colors computed for the vertices. This method is called Gouraud shading. In todays graphic hardware these shading algorithms are no longer fixed, they can be reprogrammed by the user. This is done using pixel and vertex shaders [3, 10] . A vertex shader is a small program which computes or modifies attributes such as position, normal vector, or reflectance properties. These attributes are interpolated to obtain the data for each pixel. A pixel shader is used to compute the color of each pixel from these attributes. Both, vertex and pixel shaders are programs which can be evolved. Use of genetic programming [2, 7, 8] to evolve shaders was originally suggested by Kenton Musgrave [12] .
We have developed a system which allows us to evolve pixel and vertex shaders by user interaction [17] . The system starts off with a number of randomly created pixel shaders and a fixed vertex shader or vice versa. The pixel and vertex shaders are applied to an object which is shown to the user. The user can then judge how good the pixel respectively vertex shader is and set its fitness value. Genetic operators are applied and new shaders are created. Again the shaders are presented to the user which has to rate the quality of the shaders. This process can continue for as long as the user wants. In the following we will first summarize some background material on vertex and pixel shaders. Then we describe our system and the experiments we have made.
Vertex and Pixel Shaders
Vertex and pixel shaders can be reprogrammed using a custom assembly language. A vertex shader receives its input, the attributes of a vertex, through a fixed number of registers. This input is read-only. A vertex shader processes four dimensional data. Each register contains four floating point numbers which map naturally to the three color bands red, green, and blue. The fourth component describes how transparent the object is. A set of output registers is used to store the modified attributes. Another set of registers can be used during the computation. A small amount of memory can also be accessed read-only.
A vertex shader program consists of a sequence of commands. Originally, a vertex shader could contain a maximum of 128 commands. The set of commands included standard arithmetic operators such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and computation of the scalar product between two vectors. Apart from the standard operators, some commands also addressed the special needs in computer graphics such as the computation of coefficients for ambient, diffuse and specular lighting or the computation of coefficients for light attenuation. Originally, there were no explicit flow control statements such as if, for, while or goto. However, it was possible to implement if-then-else operations within the simple instruction set given. Subsequently vertex shader instructions now also contain flow-control instructions to jump forward, loop a fixed number of times, and call subroutines [1] .
A pixel shader is used to compute the color of every pixel of a fragment. It receives the interpolated components such as diffuse and specular light which was computed by the vertex shader as input. The vertex shader also has access to multiple textures and can combine the diffuse and specular components with this texture data. The registers of a pixel shader contain four values where the red, green, blue and alpha components of a color are stored. There are also a number of registers where temporary data may be stored and some address registers through which texture data can be accessed. Like the vertex shader, a pixel shader is a small program. The difference is that the commands of the pixel shader are tailored for texture access. It consists of two set of commands, arithmetic operations and operations for texture addressing. No explicit flow control statements are included. Using a pixel shader it is also possible to change the depth of a pixel or even end further processing of a patch.
Evolution of Vertex and Pixel Shaders
Both vertex and pixel shaders are basically short sequences of commands which can be evolved. Evolution of shaders was originally proposed by Kenton Musgrave [12] . Loviscach and Meyer-Spradow [9, 11] evolved vertex and pixel shaders using a one-to-one fixed length representation between the genotype and the assembly language of the hardware. In contrast to the system by Loviscach and Meyer-Spradow, we evolve shaders using NVIDIA's high level Cg shader language. This allows us to define arbitrary computer architectures for which shaders may be evolved.
We have used linear genetic programming [13, 14] to evolve vertex and pixel shaders. Each individual consists of a sequence of numbers from the range [0, 255]. We work with both fixed and variable length individuals. The information stored in an individual is mapped into a program as shown in Figure  1 . A reading head moves along the individual and parses byte after byte. The first number is treated as an opcode of a command. Depending on the type of command we either need none, one, two or more arguments. If no arguments are needed then we proceed with the next byte and map this value into another command. Otherwise we fetch the required number of arguments from the individual and map these bytes to the corresponding variables. We then proceed with the next byte. In order to perform the mapping from bytes to commands respectively variables, we have defined two tables. One table lists the set of commands, the other lists the set of variables. A modulo operation is used in both cases to map any value from the range [0, 255] to a valid command respectively to a valid variable.
We do not use a particular graphics hardware as our target. Instead, we have chosen to use NVIDIA's Cg Toolkit [15] to perform the final mapping to the graphics hardware. This allows us to produce vertex and pixel shaders for all current and hopefully all future hardware. When mapping individuals to vertex or pixel shaders we create an output in the Cg language. The Cg language is a high level language similar to C. A vertex or pixel shader is constructed by first defining a wrapper. This wrapper is the same for all individuals. The wrapper consists of a header and a footer. A shader is created by taking the header, appending the commands as specified by the genotype, and finally appending the footer.
Our system is extremely versatile in that we can define arbitrary computer architectures using the table of commands and the table of variables. These tables are not stored internally but can be modified by the user. By modifying the tables we can vary the basic architecture of the programs to be evolved. We can define architectures with either a one-address instruction, a two-address instruction or even stack based architectures. It is also possible to create new [20, 21] to evaluate the individuals. We work with small population sizes. All individuals are presented to the user for evaluation. The vertex respectively pixel shaders are applied to a three dimensional object for viewing. If the user likes what he sees, he sets the fitness of these individuals to a high value. Figure 2 shows one step of the evolutionary algorithm. On the left, we see a 4 × 3 matrix of individuals. The color bar below each individual is used to specify the fitness of an individual. Similar methods of interactive evaluation were used by Dawkins [4] when evolving his classic Biomorphs. Perceptual selection is also frequently used in evolutionary art systems [5, 18, 19, 22, 25] . Rowbottom gives a review of many of these systems [19] .
When the user has finished evaluating the individuals (not all individuals have to be evaluated), the next generation of individuals is created. Both crossover and mutation operators are used. First we decide if a crossover is applied at all using a single crossover probability. Then we chose the actual crossover operator (one point or two point crossover) with uniform probability. After the two offspring are created, the individuals are mutated. The mutation probability is specified per byte. The type of mutation actually used is selected with uniform probability. Two types of mutation operations were defined for fixed length individuals: flip mutation and swap mutation. Flip mutation replaces one byte with a new value. Swap mutation swaps one byte with another byte of the same string. For variable length individuals, two additional mutation operators were used: insert and delete. The insert mutation operator inserts a new byte. The delete mutation operator deletes a byte from the individual.
When implementing evolutionary algorithms we usually want that parent and offspring are closely related. However our opcodes or meta commands require a variable number of arguments. If a single mutation were to change an opcode which requires a single argument to an opcode with a different number of arguments then this would have a large effect on the resulting Cg code. The entire code following the locus where the mutation occurs would be changed. Arguments would be interpreted as opcodes and vice versa. What we probably want is that a single mutation is able to either change the opcode or the argument into some other opcode or argument. Therefore we implemented a second parsing mode. Let k be the maximum number of arguments over all commands.
In this case, we fetch k + 1 bytes (one byte for the opcode and k bytes for the arguments) from the individual. The two parsing modes are shown in Figure  3 . Since we do not know which method of parsing the individuals leads to better results, we have implemented both methods. Again, the choice on how the individuals are evaluated, is left to the user. 
(A) Fig. 3 . Each individual consists of a sequence of commands. The commands themselves can either be considered to have variable length (A) or a fixed length (B). Using a fixed length for commands has the advantage that opcodes and arguments are always registered. Therefore, it is possible to change a single argument of an individual using a point mutation. A crossover exchanges opcodes with opcodes and arguments with arguments. This is not the case for (A). If variable length commands are used a single point mutation may have a large effect on the resulting Cg code. Figure 4 shows a collection of evolved vertex shaders. Each row shows the results for a single shader applied to four different shapes: a plane, a sphere, a torus and the Stanford bunny. The shaders were evolved during two runs lasting 130 and 185 generations. Both runs used a two register machine model. The contents of the two registers can be exchanged using a swap operation. Instructions include addition, subtraction, multiplication, protected division, and a sine function. A normalize function and the popular noise function [16] was also included. The set of meta commands is shown in Table 1 . The list of arguments is shown in Table 2 . Arguments include the two registers, three color vectors red, green and blue, the current position of the vertex, normal vector, eye vector, light vector as well as some pre-calculated values such as the half vector, diffuse and specular lighting. An animator (a float value which changes periodically) is also included. The animator can be used to create animated shaders. Output of register 1 is used as the color of the vertex. We have used a population size of 12. All shaders shown in Figure 4 were evolved using fixed length individuals of length 20. Mutation probability was set to probability was set to 0.9. Roulette wheel selection was used to select offspring for breeding. Although we were able to evolve some nice shaders we also noticed some limitations with the current approach. It is hard to evolve towards a particular target. For instance, it would be nice to be able to select two individuals and then obtain offspring which contain traits from both parents. If two individuals are selected, offspring may have interesting traits but may not have the intended look to them. I.e., if one selects a textured individual and another individual with a different color then the next generation will contain all types of individuals but not necessarily an individual with both the texture of one parent and the color of the second parent. This may be caused by a number of factors. First of all we are working with very small population sizes because fitness has to be determined by the user. Another cause may be the use of linear individuals. It may be that a tree based genetic representation is more amenable to evolution in this case. Rowbottom [19] noted that most evolutionary art systems have a certain signature to them. This also seems to be the case here. The evolved individuals seem to be largely a function of the type of commands and arguments used.
Experiments

Conclusion
Vertex and pixel shaders are an exciting concept of computer graphics. We have developed a system to evolve vertex and pixel shaders via user interaction. Individuals are interpreted as linear sequences of commands which are translated into a high level computer graphics language. Individuals are applied to four different objects and presented to the user who then decides which individuals get to produce offspring.
Our system is highly customizable. With this system it is possible to define virtual intermediate architectures. At present, it is not known which architecture is best suited to evolve vertex and pixel shaders. Our initial experiments focused on the evolution of linear programs. It would be interesting to see how tree based genetic programming compares to linear genetic programming for the evolution of vertex and pixel shaders.
Another possible extension would be the automatic evolution of shaders for animated effects. One could take a short sequence of a movie taken with a digital camera and then evolve shaders which mimic the effect seen in the video. Other than evolving vertex and pixel shaders for computer graphics the concept may also be of interest to other researches who want to speed up their genetic programming experiments. It may be possible to use vertex or pixel shaders in other areas such as evolution of classifiers.
